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Karen King of IHS Markit analyses the virtues of the firm’s short-

tifactor model to score stocks by
their short-squeeze risk across a
given universe.
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However,
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short-squeeze

model is not just a risk indicator for
investors holding short positions. It
also acts as a signal to locate outperforming stocks versus the un-
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hen a Nikkei Business
Review report on 19
December showed that
GNI Group, a pharma-

ceutical company listed on the
Mothers Board of the Tokyo Stock
Exchange, was going into full scale

derlying benchmark.
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a long position in decile one stocks
(most likely to squeeze) and a short
position in decile 10 stocks (least
likely to squeeze) over our highly
shorted Developed Pacific universe,
going back to January 2011.
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its story.
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measure: short-seller profitability.
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short-squeeze prediction not only
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the market. With the model in your

conjunction with the positive news,
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this can lead to short covering
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to identifying the next GNI Group.

looking

for
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moving the price higher.
Beginning this April, our Research Signals service has expanded the use of IHS Markit’s indus-
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try-leading securities lending data
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to launch a short-squeeze model
to cover the Asian and European
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markets, adding to the US model
that has been live since 2015.

We define a short squeeze as a sudden spike in price – a three standard deviation move versus the prior
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